Antarctica Geography Printables
In this mini packet, you will find printables to help in learning more about the continent of
Antarctica. Included is a flag coloring sheet, a flag information sheet, continent fact sheet,
and a continent labeling page.
Have fun creating a learning notebook with your child as you learn more about world
geography, and find additional learning ideas for the continent of Antarctica in the following
posts:
http://www.homeschoolcreations.net/antarctica-learning-about-shackleton/
http://www.homeschoolcreations.net/to-bottom-of-earth-antarctica-for-kids/
http://www.homeschoolcreations.net/antarctica-week-2/
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If you would like to share, please link to my blog post or website, NOT directly to the PDF file.
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Mapping Antarctica

Using an atlas or other resource, find and label the following on the map of Antarctica.
1.

Find and label the South Pole with a star.

2.

Find and label the Southern Ocean.

3.

Use triangles to show the Transantarctic Mountain range.

4.

Label Mount Vinson with a red triangle.

5.

Find and label the Weddell Sea.

6.

Find and label the Ross Sea.

7.

Find and label the Antarctic Peninsula.

8.

Outline the Ronne Ice Shelf and shade it gray.

9.

Outline the Ross Ice Shelf and shade it orange.

10. Trace the Prime Meridan’s path using a dotted line.
11. Find and label the location of the McMurdo Station.
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Flag of Antarctica
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Flag of Antarctica (unofficial)
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Antarctica does not have an official flag, because it is not officially a country
and does not have a government. The Antarctic Treaty System is a treaty in
place between many world governments that helps keep Antarctica safe as
a scientific preserve.
The Antarctic Treaty System adopted a flag and emblem in 2002, but it has
not become the official representation of Antarctica. The flag has a dark blue
background and shows the continent of Antarctica.
In more recent years there have been several unofficial designs suggested as
the official flag, but none has been adopted.

Flag of Antarctica (proposed)
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Although there isn’t an official flag for Antarctica, several different designs have
been submitted, including one by Graham Bartram.
The above design uses a plain white map of the continent of Antarctica set
against a blue background. The blue color is symbolic of neutrality because
there have been many different claims of the continent.
A full-sized flag using this design has been flown on the continent of Antarctica,
as well as in several other countries, making it “official” in the eyes of many.

Flag of Antarctica (proposed)
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Although there isn’t an official flag for Antarctica, several different designs have
been submitted, including one by Whitney Smith.
The above design uses an orange background, which is the color representing
international rescue. The emblem on the left is white and has several different
parts that make it up: a half-circle, two hands, and the letter “A”. The color
white is symbolic of the snow and ice in Antarctica.
The bottom half-circle represents a globe and shows Antarctica’s location on
the Earth. The two hands holding the globe are symbolic of humans using the
continent peacefully. The letter “A” is representative of Antarctica.
This flag has never been created or displayed.
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Antarctica Factsheet
Antarctica is in the _____________________________
hemispheres.
The South Pole was first reached on ________________
by _________________________________________________.
The climate is _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________.

Other Facts About Antarctica:
Square Miles: ________________________________________________________________
Longitude/Latitude: __________________________________________________________
Natural Resources: ___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Languages: _________________________________________________________________
Government: ________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Population: __________________________________________________________________
Terrain: ______________________________________________________________________
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